Introduction
to CreditPal
Using CreditPal to assess business risk

The way we
is changing.

do business
Embrace the future with CreditPal
The credit crisis and the economic downturn that followed it have focused
the business world’s attention on the integrity of credit control systems. The
old systems for assessing, monitoring and pricing risk have been proved to be
antiquated and inadequate. Now is the time for new intelligent solutions based on
shared up-to-date financial information.
CreditPal provides the platform around which you can build a comprehensive credit
control system by collecting monthly management accounts information from
your SME clients to produce up-to-date credit recommendations.

Putting credit control
back in your hands.
Until now, businesses have been unable to define and employ a comprehensive credit risk strategy, based on up-to-date
management accounts across their entire SME customer base. The reasons are:
Collection – Collecting management
accounts is time consuming and
expensive. It is estimated that it costs
between £100 and £200 per set of
management accounts.

Validation – Even once management
accounts have been collected, there is
no guarantee they have been checked
or authenticated. That risks using nonvalidated data to set commercial terms.

If you need management accounts data to assess risk
within your SME customer base, CreditPal is the only cost
effective and time efficient method.
• Streamline the process of acquiring management accounts.
• R
 eceive standardised and validated management accounts
which can be easily interpreted.
• U
 tilise up-to-date credit recommendations based on an
SME’s latest trading position.

Standardisation – Management
accounts can arrive in various formats,
meaning you either have to spend
time standardising them or you rely on
unstructured data.

Intelligent solutions for the modern business world.
CreditPal is the latest solution from Future Route to execute our aim of delivering
insight to business strategists in data-intensive markets.
Future Route’s core technology is a uniquely powerful combination of Inductive
Logic Programming (an exciting new field in artificial intelligence) and sophisticated
data analytics. Our technology can be applied to any market that struggles to
extract insight from data.
CreditPal follows in the footsteps of Validis, the accounts review solution, which
was launched in October 2007 and is already making a major impact on the way
accountants analyse their financial data. It won the Accountancy Age award for
“Best use of the internet – business” in 2007 and 2008.
Future Route is proud to provide the CreditPal service in partnership with Graydon.
Graydon is a top five commercial credit referencing agency and leading supplier of
UK and international credit reports for businesses worldwide. Founded in 1946, it is
owned by three major credit insurers – Atradius, Coface and Euler Hermes. Graydon
UK covers six million limited and unincorporated businesses, while its international
coverage spans over 190 countries.

A robust, comprehensive
and efficient credit control
system for your business.
CreditPal cuts the labour and monetary costs of collecting management accounts
to give you peace of mind and control over your credit control system. The
CreditPal system allows SMEs to submit their management accounts data quickly,
easily and for free via an online portal.
It extracts a copy of every entry in the source accounting data, then encrypts it and
uploads it to a secure web service. This data is then validated and quality assessed,
before being automatically summarised and standardised into monthly profit
and loss and balance sheets. These are then submitted to Graydon to produce an
up-to-date credit recommendation.
By embedding the CreditPal service into your internal credit control system you
can strengthen your risk management across your entire business. You can use
CreditPal’s online referral network to invite your SME clients to use CreditPal and
then you’ll automatically receive up-to-date reports on these businesses.
The CreditPal service gives you the information you need to fully control the risks
that are inherent in all businesses in a more efficient and productive way than
existing methods allow.

Absolute understanding through enhanced information.
The CreditPal service fundamentally differs from existing methods of credit assessment because it uses
monthly management accounts extracted directly from a business’s accounting software rather than
statutory annual accounts filed at Companies House.
Statutory annual accounts can be as much as 22 months out of date and give no indication of a
business’s current financial position. CreditPal’s monthly management accounts reflect a business’s
latest trading position and update that picture on a regular monthly basis.
Statutory annual accounts are often unaudited and highly abbreviated. CreditPal monthly management
accounts have been fully validated and quality assessed as part of a comprehensive check of every
transaction in the accounts data. The results of this check are displayed in a quality of accounts score,
which has a significant impact on the credit recommendation a business receives.
Statutory annual accounts can appear in different formats with only the balance sheet providing any
numerical insight. CreditPal monthly management accounts always include both a profit and loss and
balance sheet and are standardised and formatted for consistent comparison.
Statutory annual accounts are designed to comply with legislation, not to be used in credit assessment.
CreditPal monthly management accounts, and the up-to-date credit recommendations produced from
them, are specifically designed for credit assessment. They include up-to-date financial information,
derived from a check of every accounting transaction, in a validated, standardised format.

The CreditPal
Community
CreditPal is not just a service. It is
a community of credit-orientated
professionals and the SME businesses
they deal with.
Within the CreditPal community
users and submitters share financial
information in a way that not only
benefits each individual member
but also the community as a whole.
CreditPal is currently working with a number of
different organisations in the banking, utilities,
credit insurance and credit rating agency sectors.
By joining the CreditPal community, you can help to
unblock the current credit log-jam that is blighting the
UK SME economy.

One objective across industries. Complete credit control.
Banks – Banks, along with other providers of finance, have
come under increasing government and regulatory pressure
to increase their lending to SME businesses. Understandably,
they require detailed up-to-date financial information
to ensure they aren’t investing in businesses which are
commercially unsound. CreditPal allows finance providers to
not only accurately assess business risk on an individual
basis but also help their clients prove that they deserve
the finance on offer.
Trade Credit Insurers – Trade credit insurers recognise that
the decisions they make to either offer or withdraw credit
insurance for their policyholders’ buyer risks, depends on the
availability of up-to-date financial information. CreditPal not
only provides that essential up-to-date information, it does it
in a fully validated, quality assessed and standardised format
which is specifically designed to improve credit professionals’
working practices.

Accountants – Accountants are now seen as a business’s
most trusted source of financial advice. If you want to
enhance your professional reputation and improve your client
service, you need to be using CreditPal. For accountants in
industry or accountants in practice, CreditPal is not only the
way to improve access to credit and finance for your business
or clients but also the way to establish a complete credit
control system across an entire supply chain.
Businesses – Forward thinking companies already realise the
essential importance of using monthly management accounts
to monitor their customers’ and suppliers’ default risk. The
problem has come from establishing a risk management
system that can do that time efficiently and cost effectively.
CreditPal now gives credit managers and financial controllers
the opportunity to embed a comprehensive risk management
system based on real time monitoring that is tailor-made to
meet their needs.

Case study

Stort Chemicals
Stort Chemicals is a family run chemical distributor based in Bishop Stortford.
Established in 1981, it generates annual turnover of £6m.
Its business model depends on it being able to import chemicals in bulk from
its European suppliers before distributing them in smaller quantities throughout
the UK. In order to operate in this way, Stort Chemicals relies on its suppliers
extending the company credit, while its suppliers insure these credit lines through
trade credit insurance policies.

The problem:

The CreditPal solution:

The company was knocked sideways
at the end of 2008 when, after filing a
poor set of statutory annual accounts,
credit insurer Euler Hermes refused
to insure Stort Chemical’s credit lines.
Suppliers it’d been dealing with for 20
years were told by the credit insurer
that Stort Chemicals was a bad credit
risk and should not be dealt with.

Stort Chemicals wanted to prove it
was a performing business by having
its credit recommendation reflect its
latest trading performance not its past
performance.

However, since the start of 2009, Stort
Chemicals has been experiencing one of
the most fruitful periods in its history.

As a result of using CreditPal,
Stort Chemicals saw its credit
recommendation increase by four times
compared to when it was assessed
solely on its annual statutory accounts.

Maximising the benefit
with CreditPal Plus:
CreditPal Plus allowed Stort Chemicals
to improve the quality of its accounts
and thereby maximise its credit
recommendation.
By using the extended tools in the
CreditPal Plus service, Stort Chemicals
was able to double the gains it had
already made by using CreditPal.
That meant a credit recommendation
increase of eight times compared to
when it was assessed solely on its
statutory annual accounts.

Take control
with CreditPal.

Call or email our sales team by
phoning 0844 375 9090 or emailing
sales@creditpal-online.com to discover
more about how CreditPal can enhance
your credit control systems.

Visit the website to see how easy
it is for an SME to use the service
and receive summarised monthly
management accounts and an upto-date credit recommendation
completely free of charge.

Visit the CreditPal community page
to see more about the CreditPal
initiative to unblock the credit log-jam
that is blighting the UK SME economy.
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